Microsoft Azure: Hybrid Cloud Solutions - Azure Stack

**WorkshopPLUS**

**Duration:** 3 days  |  **Focus Area:** Hybrid Cloud  |  **Difficulty:** Level 300

Do you want to modernize your enterprise but at a rate that suits you? Do you want to take advantage of the public cloud technologies available in Azure today and understand what this means for your organization. While Azure Is Microsoft's Public Cloud offering, Azure Stack is the Hybrid Cloud offering you get to run and manage on premise as an API consistent version of Azure. In this workshop we provide an organization a chance to dive into the Azure Stack and understand it first hand what it means for them. Over 3 days we will explore the concepts of both the Proof of concept and the Multi Node system and experience Azure Stack with hands-on lab exercises.
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**OUTCOMES**

**SKILLS**
Each section is designed to provide participants with in-depth expertise, tools to help them quickly acquire knowledge and skills to design and integrate Microsoft Azure Stack in your Enterprise.

**BEST PRACTICES**

**WAY FORWARD**
Recommendations and guidance on how to apply the knowledge acquired to resolve real problems at the workplace.

---

**CAPABILITIES**

Hands-on, interactive learning with expert instructors in a classroom environment.

---

**OUR EXPERTISE**
Learn from industry experts that help enterprise customers solve their most challenging problems.

**HANDS ON**
Practice the concepts you learned in the classroom by engaging in hours of hands-on lab exercises.

**IN-DEPTH LEARNING**
Deep technical training that equips you to overcome challenging problems in the real world.

---
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Objectives
After attending this Workshop, students will:
• An understanding of Modern Hybrid Cloud and architecture in your Enterprise
• An understanding of Azure Stack foundational and additional services (IaaS and PaaS)
• Hands-on experience with Azure Stack using development kit and enable PaaS offerings
• An understanding of Azure Stack Operator role and tasks

Prerequisites
Before attending this workshop, the attendees must have:
• Familiarity with the basic concepts and know-how of Cloud computing.
• General understanding of Azure Principals
• Microsoft Account (@hotmail.com, @outlook.com)
• Workshop Plus Azure IaaS

NEXT STEPS: Contact your Microsoft Technical Account Manager.